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JAZZ TODAY: PARADIGMS LOST AND FOUND  
 
by Gary Giddins & Scott Deveaux 
 
________________________________________________________ 
 
[This is a short excerpt from the book JAZZ, published in  2009 by W W Norton and 
Company, New York] 
 

 
 
Gary Giddins (above) and Scott Deveaux (below)… 
 

 
 
 

n the 1990s, a new term became fashionable: post-historical. Intended to convey 
the essentially insupportable idea that history is somehow over, that the great 
political and cultural movements are behind us, it was applied to every aspect of 

modern life, including jazz. The concept's appeal lies in the two liberating illusions it 
fosters: first, that our generation is perched atop the historical mountain, looking 
down at the past, like gods; and second, that history's afterlife is a clean slate, upon 
which we are free to scrawl our own blueprints for the future. A cursory glance at 
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post-post-historical history suggests that (as throughout human history) such 
arrogance leads to military debacles and moral chaos. No surprise there.  
 
Even so, the post-historical perspective may provide a helpful way of sorting through 
the three narratives we have already examined in order to define jazz in the twenty-
first century. So let's pretend we are looking down from the mountain crest. The art-
for-art's-sake account, in which jazz is seen to have evolved in a vacuum of inspired 
innovations, from Buddy Bolden's slow blues to Ornette Coleman's free jazz, would 
seem to be at an impasse if not necessarily at an end (there's no way of knowing). 
After the avant-garde era, musicians freely mined the idioms of jazz's past, but the 
next movement, neoclassicism, represented a retrenchment—away from the avant-
garde, not a continuation toward another frontier.  
 

 
 
The art-for-art's-sake account sees jazz as having evolved in a vacuum of inspired 
innovations, from the slow blues of Buddy Bolden (above) to the free jazz of Ornette 
Coleman (below)… COLEMAN PHOTO CREDIT FRANCIS WOLFF 
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The fusion narrative takes us beyond the avant-garde into diverse attempts to 
combine the practices of jazz with those of rock, soul, hip-hop, and other kinds of 
pop music, domestic and international. But that also now seems a dead end, as the 
farther pop departs from melody and harmony, the less it offers as source material 
for jazz. Some would argue that the pinnacle of jazz-rock fusion was created by Miles 
Davis nearly forty years ago. When a modern jazz group plays a song by, say, 
Radiohead, it's an isolated stunt, not a meeting of minds. The historicist model is 
very much alive, as jazz musicians continue to measure themselves against previous 
achievements without merely copying them. Yet it fails to describe the overall state of 
jazz in today's world. No matter how many instances of historicist jazz we compile, 
we are simply collating individual interpretations and tributes, which can hardly 
define an era in which those instances account for a small percentage of overall jazz 
performances.  
 

 
 
Was the pinnacle of jazz-rock fusion created by Miles Davis (pictured above in 1991) 
nearly forty years ago?... PHOTO CREDIT HERMAN LEONARD 
 
So while each of these paradigms gives us a way of understanding jazz history, none 
provides us with a satisfactory label with which to describe contemporary jazz. Still, 
this is far from a period of chaos: a live-and-let-live conformity has taken over in the 
absence of warring factions. If jazz is in a post-historical phase, it's a relatively 
peaceful one—traditionalists and modernists have declared a truce. A different and 
broader narrative may offer a better sense of the present situation. Some 
commentators have described jazz as America's classical music, but what exactly 
does that mean? The dictionary definitions of classical have changed over the past 
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hundred years, largely in response to the existence of jazz. In 1885, the American 
musicologist J C Fillmore offered a simple and influential definition of classic as 
applied to music: "having permanent interest and value." The 1933 Oxford English 
Dictionary upheld the inclusiveness of that general description: "of the first rank or 
authority; constituting a standard or model." The 1969 American Heritage 
Dictionary limited the definition: "any music in the educated European tradition, as 
distinguished from popular or folk music." In 1972, the OED added a new restriction: 
"opp. JAZZ," followed by supporting extracts, including this one from a 1947 
magazine: "The lowbrow, of course, divides all music into 'classical' and 'jazz'."  
 

 
 
The 1969 American Heritage Dictionary: it limited the definition of “classic” to "any 
music in the educated European tradition, as distinguished from popular or folk 
music”… 
 
The lowbrow needn't detain us. Let us raise our sights to encompass the original 
meaning—"having permanent interest and value." No one can deny that a survey of 
twentieth-century music shows that jazz has proved as lasting as the most admired 
classical works of the same period. Only the most rigorous standards of excellence, 
applied ecumenically, can give classical real meaning. Throughout this book, we refer 
to classical music as the European tradition of composed music that produced the 
great symphonic, chamber, and operatic repertories. Here we let classical represent 
not one tradition as opposed to another, but rather the status to which all serious and 
lasting kinds of music (including rock) aspire. Bach, after all, was not considered 
classical in his day; time and semantics created the tradition in which we place him.  
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In this formulation, jazz has undergone four phases of development. These phases 
are not stylistic schools, like swing and bop, but broader stages that mark its overall 
place in the cultural world. The first phase (1890s-1920s) was the period of genesis. 
Every musical idiom begins in, and reflects the life of, a specific community where 
music is made for pleasure and to strengthen social bonds. In jazz, the primary 
breeding ground was the black South, especially New Orleans, where a mixture of 
musical and cultural influences combined to create a freewheeling, largely 
improvised, blues-based music that suited every social gathering, entertaining the 
living and commemorating the dead. The strength and originality of this music 
allowed it to spread beyond geographical, racial, and cultural boundaries.  
 

 
 
The intersection of Basin & Iberville Streets in Storyville, New Orleans: in this city a 
mixture of musical and cultural influences combined to create a freewheeling, 
largely improvised, blues-based music that suited every social gathering… PHOTO 
COURTESY THE CHRONICLE OF JAZZ 
 
In the second phase (1920s-1950s), jazz was transformed from a community-based 
phenomenon to an authentic art of unlimited potential. Speedily spreading around 
the world, it revolutionized musical performance and conception, extending its 
influence into the classical and popular fields, spurred by remarkable individuals 
who could express singular artistic visions within its generally stable yet constantly 
shifting parameters. Within twenty years, jazz achieved popular acceptance as a 
generation's dance music, and immediately thereafter spurred intellectual interest 
through the modernist reformation of bebop and its various offshoots.  
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In the second phase (1920s-1950s), jazz was transformed from a community-based 
phenomenon to an authentic art of unlimited potential… Within twenty years, jazz 
achieved popular acceptance as a generation's dance music… (see photo above) 
PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ FROM NEW ORLEANS TO THE NEW JAZZ AGE. Immediately 
thereafter it spurred intellectual interest through the modernist reformation of 
bebop (see photo of Charlie Parker & Dizzy Gillespie below) and its various 
offshoots…. PHOTO COURTESY KEN BURNS 
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The third phase (1950s-1970s) was defined by the limits of modernism, which 
increased artistic possibilities while alienating the general public. Jazz had become 
primarily a listener's music. It continued to sustain a large following (in particular, 
the years 1954 to 1964 were extraordinarily flush), but passed from centre stage in 
favour of newer, more popular styles (rhythm and blues, rock and roll) that fulfilled 
the unchanging social needs of the overall community—music that suited dancing 
and singing and required little in the way of virtuoso technique or imaginative 
concentration on the past of listeners. In this period, jazz also moved into the 
classroom.  
 
The fourth stage (1970s–), at which jazz presently finds itself, may be defined by its 
classical status on two counts. First, jazz has moved so far from centre stage that its 
survival is largely dependent on an infrastructure of academic study and institutional 
support, including public and private grants. Its limited presence in the marketplace 
guarantees a circumscribed international audience. In some—perhaps most—areas of 
the United States, people can live their entire lives without encountering jazz on 
television or radio, let alone movies and jukeboxes. It is a specialty interest, like 
European classical music. Second, jazz and its musicians are weighed down by the 
accomplishments of its past. Virtually every jazz artist who comes along is measured 
to some degree by the presumed influences of his or her predecessors. Young 
musicians are also obliged to compete with the past in a way that did not exist in jazz 
before the 1990s. The commercial ramifications are familiar, because they replicate 
the struggle of European classical music during the same period, as listeners 
continued to support the performances of famous nineteenth-century masterworks 
while neglecting modern composers as either too difficult or simply too new.  
 
On the other hand, the classical status is liberating for upcoming jazz artists, who 
range freely between past and present, creating their own narratives as they attempt 
to forge new techniques, or to fuse jazz techniques with those of popular and classical 
music, or to elaborate on acknowledged jazz masterworks. What's more, the classical 
stage offers a more reasonable way of anchoring jazz in history than the post-
historical analysis: it assumes evolving growth within its new status, leaving open the 
promise of waves of performers, some of whom will be merely accomplished while 
others will continue to forge daring explorations. 
 
__________________________________________________________ 


